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NEW FISSION VALLEY FOR 258Fm
AND NUCLEI BEYOND

P. M611erand J. R. N“M
Thwrctica/ Bviaion, Loa Alamoo National Laboratory, Loa Alumo8, h’M 87545

W. J. Swiat~~ki
Nuclear Science fiviaion, hwrence Berkele~ Ldoratorp, Berkeleu, CA 847~0

Abstract

Experimental results on the fieeionpropertied of nuclei claee to ‘Fm show sudden and large changee
with a change of only one or two neutrons or protons. The nucleus 2s8Fm,for inetance, undergoee nyrmmtric
6ssion with ● half-life of about 0,4 me and a kinetic energy peaked at about 235 MeV whereea 2sRFm
undergoes eeymmetric llaeion with a half-life of about 3 h and a kinetic euergy peaked at about 200 MeV,
Qualitatively, theee sudden changea have bn poetulai~d to h due to the emergence of fragment shells
in symmetric fi.aaionproducts cloee to 1%3n, Here we preeent a quantitative calculation that shows where
high-kinetic-energy symmetric beion occurs and why it ia aaaociated with a sudden and large decreaae
in fimion half-livee. We base our fitudy on calculation of potential-energy turfacee in the macrmcopic-
microecopic model and a eemi-empirical model for the nuclear inertia. We diecuee the implications of the
new fiaaionvalley on the stability of the heaviest elements.

1. Introduction

The advent of the macroscopic-microscopic Strutinsky shell-correction method[l,2] about 20
yearz ago made poesible detailed theoretical studies of the 6aaion procesrn. With this method
the potential energy of a nucleus can be calculated for arbitrary nhapee, within given ehape
parameterizaticms. Coupled with a wealth of new experimental results this haa led to an enor-
mous increwe in our understanding of nuclear Aape changea during bsion and alzo to a better
understanding of the stability of elements at the end of the periodic system. For an extensive
review of oome of theee developments me [3], Here we apply our model to the ‘Fm region, t’or
which new and somewhat unexpected experimental data are available, The firzt observation of
the onset of symmetric fission in the region at the end of the periodic system waa the study of
‘E7Fm 6asion by [4]. Subsequently, more observations of uymmetric fission have been made in
this region [5,6], Later, more extensive memmrements on ‘68Fm and other neighboring elements
by 17]have shown that there often are two components in the kinetic-energy distribution, Our
goal is to understand the nature of the fhion procem for the nuclei for which these new data arc
available and then to make prediction of properties of other nuclei in the vicinity of 264Fm and
of fission half-lives for heavier even nuclei, We take information about the experimental fission
half-lives from (8,9,10,1 ),12],

2. Macroscopic-mlcroocoplc model

Our model iu of the macroscopic-microscopic type and haa been discumcd extensively iII
[13,14,15,161, in the macroscopic-microscopic model the nuclear energy, which is cdculatcd m a
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Figure 1: Nuclear shapea corresponding to potential-energy surfaces. The lower boundary corr-
sponda to two overlapping epheres for r ~ 1.59 and to scission configuration for r ~ 1.59.

function of shape, proton number Z and neutron number N, iz the sum of a macroscopic term
and a microscopic term, Thus the total nuclear potential energy can be written M

E(Z, N, shape) = &=,(Z, N, shape) + E~~,(Z, N, shape) (1)

We use a Yukawa-pluz-exponential model for the macroscopic term and a folded-Yukawa single
particle potential M a otarting point for calculating the microscopic term. We use the model with
the parameter set that waz determined in the investigation [14], which calculated ground-state
mwea for 4023 nuclei and ilmion barriers for 28 nuclei throughout the periodic syotemi The root-
mean-square deviation between experimental and calculated ground-state mamez waa 0.835 MeV
for a net of 1323 masses and 1.331 MeV for the 28 fission barriers. Many other properties such
as grcmnd-state deformations Me also well described by the model, aa is extensively discussed in
[16], The model represents a unified approach to the study of many featurea of nuclear structurn,
fission and heavy-ion reactions.

Two ohape parameterizatiom are at pr~ent implemented in the model. One is the three
quadratic-mmface param~terization [17] and the other iz the c parameterization [18]. The latter
is the more suitable one for investigating ground-~tate shapea. In the 6nsion half-life calculations
below we alwaya take the ground-state energy from calculations using the c parametrization. In
the calculation of potential-energy surfaces it ie of considerable importance to select ~hapes tha.
are related to the procemen that are ntudied. We use the thr~quadrutic-mrface paranwterization
in the calculation of potential-energy eurfaca that we perform to nearch for the two fission valicys.
This parameterization is the moat suitable one for generating shapes beyond ground-state ahapcs
that are of interest in fission, in particular for generating shapes close to mcission configurations.
However, we have ●lso performed calculations of potential-energy aurfacea M functions of (z, [4
and mMs-asymmetric Ca shape coordinates. It turns out that along the old path the lowest
saddl~point energien are obtained in tha~ parametrization partly for the reanon that more mhapr
degreea of freedom are investigated, Therefore, we use those reaultc below in the calculation of
fission half-lives along the old path.

It is not very useful to display calculated results ae functions of quantities that are related to
the geometry of the shape, such au the ratio of the major to minor axis of the end bodice or the
distancen between the centers of the quadratic surfaces that generate the shape of the ends of the
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Figure2: Valleys leading to compact andnorma) scission shapeefor WFm.

nucleus, because the relation between these quantities and the actual shapes is very non-linear.
We therefore disp!ay the calculated renults as functions of moments of the shape. This has the
additional advantage that results from calculations using different shape parameterizations can
be displayed s. functions of the same quantities. The two most important symmetric moments
of the matter distribution are defined by

r = 2~>o.P(r)~’,/J>oP(r)*r
and

(2)

Below we display calculated total potential energies sa functions of r and u. Both in the figures
and in the paper we use units in which the equivalent sharp radius & of the spherical nucleus is
1.

The threequadratic-surface parameterization allows the variation of three symmetric and two
asymmetric shape coordinates, We here limit our study to symmetric shapes, ‘I’his Ieavcs us
with the thrm symmetric shape coordinates U1, Uz and us [17], They are related to the overall
separation, neck size and eccentricity, respectively, of the end bodies, One realizes that only a
small deviation from sphericity of the end fragments removes the influence on the shell effect for
magic or near magic numbers, TO study the full effect of the magic fragment shell effects wc
therefore fix us at 1, which correspo.~ds to spherical ends and vary only al and Ut,

We study all shapes that are accessible within the parametrization with os = 1, Our results
are displayed as functions of the two moments r and u given by eq. (2), We show some examplwi
of the actual shapes considered in fig, 1, Most previous theoretical studies of fragment shell effects
suffer from the two deficiencies that (1) the parameterization is incapable of generating the two-
touching sphere configuration and of ●xercising independent control of the shapes of the ends of
the nucleus ~nd (2) the liquid-drop model for the surface energy is inappropriate for mtudying
shapes with well-dcvejoped necke,
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Figure 3: Mountains, saddle points, valleys and minima fcr 2saFm. Two eaddles lead to the
normal 6mion valley in the upper right corner. The tangent-sphere configuration ia blocked by a
mountain.

3. Calculated results

We display the calculated energies in the form of contour diagrams. In fig. 2 we show a contour
diagram for ‘wFm. For this nucleus there ia no second minimum. Instead, a short but deep valley
starts at the first saddle and leads directly to the twmtouching+phere configuration. This short,
deep valley is aeparateci by an 8 MeV high iidge f~om another valley in the upper part of the
diagram, On the ridge there is a mountain at r = 1.41, u = 0.83 and above this mountain there is
a slightly lower saddle leading into the upper valley. The upper valley is similar to valleys found
in plots of the macroscopic ●nergy only. The lower valley haa clearly been created by fragment
shell effects. Using terminology from [7], the lower valley is hagment-shell-d”irectcd and the upper
one is liquid-drop-like. The upper valley ig the old valley and the lower valley imthe new valley.

To show in grea+,er detail both the emerg~nce of the new valley and the trusition region
from fission in the old valley to fission in the new valley, we display contour maps for ‘B2Fm
~d ~~d,zss,~~

m in figs. 3-6. The solid dots in the figures indicate local minima and the plus
signs indicate local maxima, Scanning through figs. 3-6 we see that ‘EeFm appears to be a
tianoition nucleus, Here the saddle point on the lower side of the mountain centered at r = 1.34,
0 = 0.77 is the lower saddle, The plus sign in this saddle region indicatea the presence of a small
hill, Motion to either uide of thi~ hill seems about equally possible. Although there is a low
hill at the confi~uration of two touching spheres, a valley just above this hill leads to compact
mcissionjust beycnd the twmtouching-sphere configuration, It also seemJJ possible that the shape
evolution proceeds from the lower naddle to the old valley in the upper part of the diagram. Wc
note that the upper saddle is lowered somewhat by maas-asymmetric ohape degrees of freedom
[19], which provides a mechanism for the predominantly mam-mymmetric fission that is observed
experimentally, Tlw low-kinetic-energy mass-asymmetric fission into the old valley could proccml
entirely along the upper valley and its nmm-asymmetric saddle or initially follow the lower vallry

below the mountain peak and then turn back into the old valley. In the latter caae the :mm
eaymmetry would have to cwvelop at the lower saddle or at a later otage beyond the hmt ondd 1(s
in the older valley.

For the nucleus
There ie a tiny hill

‘6eFnl the i.mttom naddle is about 1.5 MeV lower than the upper saddle.
at the c~.nliguration of two touching epheres, but fission across the saddlr

4
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Figure 4: Transition nucleus. Initially the lower valley is probably followed. Later, in a majority
of cases the nucleus switches back to the old valley, but may also in a few cases penetrate the
barrier to comput shapes.

Potential-energy contours A
at intervals of 1 MeV A
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Figure 5: Ridge separating the old and new fission valleys, Moat evento will lead to compact
ocimsionbut in some cams the low ridge may be penetrated, leading to Iow-kinetic-energy fissiorl.
The second minimum has now nhifted outwards to r = 1.30, u = 0.70, which raises the possibility
of the existence of a molecular utate at this new location,
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Figure 6: Higher ridge, deeper new valley and changed location of second minimum.

just above this hill leads to the new valley and scizsion just beyond the tw~touching-sphere
configuration. There is a 1.2 MeV high ridge separating this valley from the old valley above,
Since the ridge is low, some trajxtories may penetrate this ridge and lead to the old valley. This
strucure is compatible with the obsened fission characteristics of this nucleus. For ‘Fm the
ridge separating the old and new valleys haa grown to a height of 3 MeV. The considerable height
of the ridge should block all access to the old valley.

It has been proposed that the rapid change in half-life when going from ‘6eFm to ‘50Fm is due
to the disappearance of the second saddle in the barrier below the ground-state energy. Fission
through only one barrier, the first, gives very good agreement with the observed short half-life of
‘s8Fm [20,21]. However, one may ask if and how the fission half-life iz connected to the change in
the other iission propertied at this transition point, namely to the change to symmetric fission and
to high kinetic er,ergiez, To calculate fizsion half-lives it b necezsary to know the potential energy,
the inertia associated with the motion through the barrier and th~ Dath from the ground state
through the barrier. Because of uncertainties in and complexities of microscopic models for the
inertia, we here use a semi-empirical approach. In a one dimensional WKB spontaneous-fission
model the xission half-life is connected to the penetrability by [22,23]

T,f = ~(pm y/fJ (3)

where the value WO= 1 MeV/h is used for the frequency of aasauhz on the barrier. The probability
P of penetrating the barrier V(r) at the energy EtI is given by [24]

where

P= -J-
l+eK

(4)

(5)

Here V(r) is the barrier energy along the sekted path. The penetration energy E. in the ground-
mtate energy plus the zer-point energy in the fission direction at the groilnd state.

The function l?,(r) in the inertia with respect to r associated with motion in the fission di-
rection. An important azpect of the oemi-empirical approach is to deduce asymptotic properties
of the semi-empirical inertia from some general arguments about the expected properties of the

6
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Figure 7: Sing!*proton levels corresponding to fiaeion in the old valley.

inertia at small and large r values. Thus, at large distances we expect J3r(r) to approach the value
1A4 appropriate to separated symmetric fragments. At small r values the inertia is expected to bez
considerably higher than what is given by a hydrodynamical irrotational-flow model, due to mi-
croscopic quantum-mechanical effects. In the semi-empirical model theee asymptotic constraints
are taken into account by relating the inertia llr to the inertia 13~Wcorresponding to irrotational
flOW by [23]

l?, – # = k(q~ – p) (6)

where k ia a semi-empirical constant and p is the reduced maas of the final symmetric fragments.
We approximate numerical results for eq, (6) by [25]

(7)

In our case, we use the value k = 16, which was determined in [25] from an adjustment to
five actinide fision half-lives. In that adjustment the root-mean-square deviation between the
logwithma of the calculated and experimental half-lives waa 2.5.

In calculating fission half-lives along the old valley we find theoretically about the same fission
half-life, 1 y, for nuclei ranging from ‘s~Fm to ‘Fro, in violent disagreement with the experimental
data for 2m8Fm. The discrepancy for this nucleus ie 11 orders of magnitude. Our first thought
as to the reuon for this huge disagreement waa that the calculated barrier waa wrong. I.rI the
old Valley we had obtained a value of 4 MeV for the height of the second barrier. One possible
source of error in the second barrier height could be incorrect valuea of the parameters of the
macroscopic model. We investigated thie possibility within the framework of a macroecopic-
microecopic model. Our conclusion wae that the pararnetem had bem w~elldetermined by the
original adjustment to the data and that it waa not possible to lower the calculated barrier by
readjust ing the macroscopic-model parameters.

Our wcond thought as to the reeaon for the ‘58Fm disagreement waa that the 6esion barrier
in the proposed new valley might be lower and yield correspondingly lower half-lives, in better
agreement with the experimental data. The rwults obtained in fig, 6 seem to partly bear this
hypothesis out The barrier here is 1.5 MeV lower at the bottom saddle point than at the upper
eaddle point. However, the upper saddle point is lowered 1 MeV by mess-eayrnmetric nhapc
degreee of freedom. When we evaluate the fimion half-life along the new valley for ~B@Fm,WC

7
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Figure 8: Singl~proton levels corresponding to fission in the new valley.

obtain 105 y. We find that the bottom saddle point is stable with respect to mass asymmetry
and to deviations from spherical end shapes,

Leander pointed out to us [26] that one would expect the inertia J3, to be radically different
in the new valley compared to th~ old valley, because in the new valley the structure of the final
system emerges very early, Earlier, Mosel et al. 127]gave similar arguments for a much smaller
inertia in the new nlley, compared to the old valley. However, no calculation of tision half-lives
was carried out, nor was any inertia for the new valley calculated or proposed. In figs, 7 and 8 we
show proton single-particle levels for shapea evolving from a spherical shape into the old and new
valley, respectively, It is immediately clear from inspecting figs. 7 and 8 that the level structures
in the two wdleys are radically different. For the new valley it is clear that our current form of
the semi-empirical inertia in inadequate. In ita present form the inertia reachea the limiting value
1M at infinity, In fig. 8 we see that the magic gap Zz = 50 extends into such compact shapes as
r = 1.20 and to a uomewhat leaner extent aa far aa r = 1.07. Over this entire region the levels are
almost parallel and already here, long before separation, the inertia nhould be very close to its
limiting value of ~‘~.

To fulfill the above limiting conditions for the new valley in a simple way we propose for the
inertia in the new valley

J3, - p = /(r, ru)k(J9)W - p) (8)

where

{( )

r,c-r m
, r~rw

~(r, ru) = r,c – 0.75 (9)

o, r ~ r,C

and rk is the r value where the new valley reaches scimion, which in our investigation here is
aet equal to the r value for two touching apherea, which ie rm = 1.59. The inertia in eq. (8) has
the property that it approached the limiting value horizontally for m z 2. Also at the ground
state one can expect the inertia to be lower for shape changea that evolve towards the new vailcy,
compared to shape changen that lead to the old valley. This can occur because the inertia is not
related to the valuea of the ehape coordinates themselves but instead to their derivatives, or more
precisely, to t},r direction of change of the shape coordinates. Quantitative support for this can

8
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Figure 9: Comparison between the semi-empirical inertia along the old path, the semi-empirical
inertia along the new path, the irrotational inertia along the old path and the reduced mass M.

be found “inthe level diagrams in figs. 7 and 8. Often the distance between levels at level crossings
is larger in fig. 8 than in fig. 7.

We have calculated the fission half-life for ‘5aFm along the new valley with the inertia given
by eqs. (8) and (9). A high exponent m will make the inertia in the new valley approach the
limiting value early and also decrease the half-life for 6ssion in the new valley. With the choice
m = 4 we obtain a half-life of 10-7 y for ‘beFm in the new valley. Although this is 4 orders of
magnitude larger than the experimental result it is nevertheless fairly close to the experimentally

‘Fm we obtain a half-life of 42 ma.observed value of 10-11 y and for the next even Fm isotope
The semi-empirical inertias for the old and new valleys are plotted in fig. 9.

The proposed inertia for the new valley is most appropriate for Z near 100 and N near 164.
Below we see that the new valley remains for Z and N values rather far from these valuea. For
such nuclei we expect that the inertia is higher than the one proposed here. However, in the
absence of a microscopic model for the inertia in the new valley -weconsistently use the simple
prescription given by eqs. (8) and (9). This leads to come underestimate of the fission half-lives
far from ‘Fro.

In figs. 10 and 11 we present contour diagrams similar to those for Fm shown in figs. 3-6
but for *s@Noand ’72108, respectively. According to our discumion above, if high kinetic energies
are a signature of ihsion along the lower path and low kinetic energies a signature of fission
along the upper path, then low-kinetic-energy ●vents should have long half-lives and high-kinetic-
energy events mhould have short half-lives. In addition to ‘50Fm, data in the region of interest
are available for only two other even nuclei, namely ‘5aNo and ‘wRf [7]. The first nucleus, ‘seNo,
undergoes symmetric 6ssion with a fairly narrow symmetric mass distribution and low kinetic
energies but with a small high-kinetic-energy component. Our argument above led us to expect
a long half-life for low kinetic energies, However, a look at fig. 10 providea an understanding
of the data for ‘baNo, The barrier ia penetrated along the lower path, with its low inertia, and
after the eaddle at about r = 1.3s, u = 0.72 and the shallow minimum beyond, at r = 1.48,
u = 0.75, the nucleus can decide to go either into the new valley or into the old valley, This
perhaps unexpected phenomenon of initially following the new valley nd then returning to the
old valley we call mudchkck.

Since both high-kinetic-energy and low-kinetic-energy events are seen for ‘seNo, the half-lives

9
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Figure 10: Transition ~lucleus. Experimentally mostly low-kinetic-energy fission is seen for this
nucleus, but there are also appreciable high-kinet it-energy events obsemed.

for 6ssion into the old valley and int a the new valley are of comparable magnitude, experimentally.
To study the switchback to the old valley wouid require a knowledge of the inertia for this part
of the 6ssion path, which we do not have. However, we do have a simple model for the inertia
for iission along the new path into the new valley, With m = 4 we obtain a 6ssion half-life
of 420 ma. The half-life calculated along the old valley is 45 m, This can be compared to the
observed half-life of 1.2 ma. Thus, along the old valley the calculated half-life is more than
six orders of magmtude larger than the observed half-life. Since two components are observed
experimentally in the kinetic-energy distributions in the ibsion of these two elements the fission
half-lives corresponding to the two components cannot differ by more than one or two orders of
magnitude. We conclude that this indicates that the came barrier is penetrated in the two cases,
except for a tiny portion at the end of the penetration process.

There is an additional argument for interpreting the switchback as the mechanism for bimodal
ilssion that is independent of the accuracy of the theoretical fission half-life model. Experimen-
tally, the ilssion half-lives change extremely rspidly from nucleus to nucleus in this region, For
insmnce, from ‘s*Fm to ‘6eFm the half-life changes by seven orders of magnitude. At a transition
point one might expect ths half-lives for tision through the two different barriers to be similar,
as a general rule. However, when the change across the tramition point is seven orders of magni-
tude it is unlikely that the two half-lives are equal to within two orders of magnitude, It might
perhaps occur in one case but experimentally there tie four cssm of observed bimodality and it
is extremely unlikely that the two barriem have approximately the same half-life in all four c=es
with such violent changes in half-lives across the transition points.

In table 1 we present calculated &sion half-lives for even nuclei from Cf to Z = 110. The
fission half-lives have been calculated for both the old and new paths. In some cases the compact
scission shapes are not accessible because a mountain at this configuration blocks access and
clearly pushes the nu~leus back into the old valley. These CMSS are indicated in the table by (s)
for switchback. In these cssea we have calculated the fission half-lives by integrating along a path
that leads back into the old valley. The inertia we have used in these few cases is the one that
is appropriate to the new valley and, as pointed out above, the calculated half-lives along the
switchback are therefore underestimated. The contour maps and the results in table 1 show that
we have a good quantitative understanding of the 6ssion process for them heavy elements. We

10



TABLE 1
Comparison of fission half-liv- calculated for the normal

and new paths with experimental values

ZNA Calc. for Calco for Exp.
old path new path

98 156 254
158 256
160 258

100 152 252
154 254
156 256
158 258
160 260

102 152 254
154 256
156 258
158 260
160 262
162 264

104 152 256
154 258
156 260
158 262
160 264
162 266

106 152 258
154 260
156 262
158 264
160 266
162 268

108 154 262
156 264
158 266
160 268
162 270
164 2?2

110 158 268
160 270
162 272
180 290

1.0 y

42 d
1.3 y
190 d
2.7 y
13 y
11 s

3.9 m
45 m
14 d
85 d
19 y
46 /bS

2.6 ms
73 ms

3.3 s
2,8 d
3.9 y
1.3 m

470 Is
25 s
1.0 m
14 h
21 y

170 /ls
1.2 m
57 ma
22 s

3.3 y
18 d

190 m
28 E

8.5 h
lo~y y

1.5 d
1.2 m

(s) 10 s
(s) 30 s

7.7 m
9.3 s
42 ms

(s) 17 m
420 ms
540 ms
1.7 ms
21 ps

(s) 960 #s
(S) 520 #S

300 @s
2,0 m
44 ps

(8) 15 #s
32 @

19 @
5.1 ps
160 ps
7.2 ~S

4.4 ps
28 /U3

9.4 ps
82 pB
71 pa

W.5 d
12 m

150 y
222 d

2.86 h
0.38 nut

24 h
23 m

1.2 m

Sms
11 m
20 m
63 ms

7ms

>100 ps
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present also at this Z value and may lead to 6ssion half-lives in the

hat the half-lives marked (s) arc severe!y underestimated and that the shorter half-life
cases is always obtained by fbsion along the upper path. For cases not marked by (s) we
:ulated the half-life for bsion into compact shap~ along the iower path. If we assume
nuclei marked (s) tission always takes place along the upper valley and that in the other
~path with the shortest half-life is chosen, then we find that the calculations are within
ree orders of magnitude from the experimental data in all cases, However, we should
, for nuclei without the (s) i.he fission path m~y divide and lead both into compact shapes
the old valley according to our discussion above. In fig. 12 we show shapes along various
Lthsfor *5eFm.
) been predicted 128] that there is a rock of stability in the vicinity of 27’110. However,
= 162 is close to N = 2 x 82, where the :iew 6ssion valley leads to considerably shorter
Jf-lives than WM expected earlier, this rock may be less stable than previously thought,
ecay was thought to be the dominating mode of d~ay on the rock. In table 1 we find that
steal iission half-lives for awlw and 2f0108are both ●bout lW As, Since we ●xpect that we

~Fm it is perhaps reasonable to expectmate the inertia in the new vailey this far from
half-life of about 10 or 1(X)ma for these nuclei and also for ’72110. Wc draw a similar
n from comparing the predicted and experimental half-life for “Rf. Unfortunately, thig
~t the expected 6asion half-lives for elements on the rock are uncomfortably close to the
a half-lives. This may complicate the design of experiments to reach the rock.

4. Heavy-$on teactlona

otential-energy surfaces for those nuclei where the fragment-shell effects lead to a new
Iabrate the anticipated bene6cial influence of magic target-projectile combinations on
d evnporation-residue cross sections in heavy-ion reactions.
the magicity of the fragments lowers the energy of the two-touching-sphere configuration
D what it would b= in the absence of ohe]l effects, It follows that in cases where a
~ nuc~eus is formed by a dynamical descent from the twmtouching-sphere configuration,
nind nucleus will be formed with less excitation energy than if fragmrnt sheli effects were
~he resulting relatively ~old compound nucleus has then ● better eSance of surviving,

12
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Figure 12: Shapea along old, new and switchback fission paths. The bottom shapes are along the
new path and the top shapes are along the old path, which we feel is not involved in the fission
of ‘B8Fm. The shapes breaking off from the bottom path are along the switchback path, which

leads back into the old valley.

without 6ssioning, the subsequent stage of de-excitation by particle emission. The result is an

enhancement of evaporation-residue cross sections.

The second, more subl!e efiect, has to do specifically with the appearance of a valley in the

potential-energy surface and the effect this has on minimizing the need for an extra push to fuse

heavy nuclei ~29,30]. The new valley in a potential-energy surface such as in fi~. 2 demonstrates
that fragment sheil effects such M those in 1s2Sn can survive in configurations with even a fairly

large window beween the two halves, thus providing a mechanism for mitigating the extra-push

hindrance in reactions beween rear magic nuclei. We believe it is quite Iikel)’ that this mechanism

is responsible for the anomalously low hindrance factors in fusion reactions such as 48Ca + 20ePb
[31,32,33]

Srl Summary

In summary, the most important new results that we have found are:

●

●

●

●

For elements close to ‘“Fm a deep mlley leading to compact scission shapes is a very
prominent feature in the calculated potential-energy surfaces.

From a study of single-particle level diagrams and a calculation of fission barriers and fission

half-lives we conclude that there is a much lower inertia sasociated with fission in the new
valley than in the old valley.

Fimion may initially proceed along the new valley and sun’tchkck to the old valley at a Iatcr

stage during the process.

We propose that the short half-life of 26BFm is due to the low inertia in the new valley and

not to the disappearance of the second peak in the fission barrier.

The new valley is present up to at leaat Z = 108 and lowers fission half-life predictions for

elements on the rock centered around ‘7~110, relative to earlier predictions.

13



.
● Calculated ~sion half-lives agree to within thr~ orders of magnitude with experimental

. data for elements from Cf to Z = 108 for which N ~ 152.
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